
BRITISH INVESTEMENT FUND



About the company
Profi Group is a British investment fund with 
three years of experience in the market. 

We have formed an entire ecosystem of quality 
financial products capable of generating stable 
profits for each partner. 



Documents

Check in the registry

https://find-and-update.company-information.service.gov.uk/company/14313401


Authorized capital

£ 800,000,000



World media about us



Why are we

Wide range of 
financial 
instruments

Higher 
yield

Guaranteed 
benefits

We are trusted by more 
than 10 000 investors 

Regular 
updates 
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What was done for 2022-2023
Large offline events 

Opening of a new destination in Northern Cyprus 

Profi Academy in Warsaw Profi Academy in Wroclaw



Mission and products 

We are actively developing our own financial 
ecosystem, which opens up the opportunity for 
each partner to earn money from innovative 
services. 

Years of experience of leading traders and 
developers with the assistance of artificial 
intelligence. Our task is to make your earnings 
completely passive. 

You rest - algorithms bring you income. 



Crosschain app launch
Profi Wallet

Deployment of the Profi token smart contract

Profi token listing on DEX

Starting the Profi Staking program

Moving WebSite to Web3.0

Collaboration with major DeFi players in the 
crypto industry

Launch of Profi Bet game mechanics

Road Map 2024 presentation 



Areas of Profi's development
The scope of our activities covers a huge number of areas: from investing in forex and promising 

startups to luxury real estate and cryptocurrencies. 

Our partners also have access to unique events like Profi Academy, where we do training, and Profi
Travel for the most rewarding travel experiences.

Travel RealEstate

Forex Crypto

Academy

StartUp

G ?

Mystery



Profi Real Estate 
Profi Estate is an area where we invest in real 
estate in Northern Cyprus, Poland and Dubai.

You can join our investment pool by sharing the 
construction yields with us in multiples of your 
deposit.

The real estate market offers excellent 
opportunities, for 2023 we have successfully 
launched 2 pools, which brought investors 
excellent profits.

Amount collectied:
2,025,555
Profitability: 75%

Amount collectied:
2,000,939
Profitability: 20%



Forex

We use effective systems 
for trading on the currency 

market from a team of 
stock market analysts and 
programmers who have 
been creating innovative 
algorithms for profit for 

more than 8 years based on 
their own experience.

We use an innovative 
algorithm of the level of 

global financial 
companies and banks.

After 8 years of successful 
operation of the 
technology itself,

PROFI GROUP started 
using these algorithms to 
trade the public pool of its 

clients.



Algorithms are replacing manual trading

Artificial intelligence

A robot processes in minutes 
the amount of data that a 

team of 10 analysts can spend 
days or weeks on

Work 24/7

The robot trades completely 
without human involvement, 

without payroll, sleep, food, 
fatigue, breaks or days off

Profitability

Trading is conducted according to a 
pre-tested algorithm, which is 
profitable

Speed of operation

The robot instantly executes the 
decisions made, which leads to 
reduced losses and increased 
profits 



Trading account

Opening
trading account

Deposit
Trading account

The money goes into 
the trading pool

Distribution

$ $$



Trading ReportsBy brokers

Admiralmarkets
Trade report 019

Trade report 020

Trade report 021

Exness
Trade report 052

Trade report 053

Trade report 054

Pepperstone
Trade report 035

Trade report 036

Trade report 037

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

Read Morе

TRADE 
REPORT

https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/adminral_trading-report-019.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/adminral_trading-report-020.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/adminral_trading-report-021.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/exness_trading-report-052.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/exness_trading-report-053.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/exness_trading-report-054.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/pepperstone_trading-report-035.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/pepperstone_trading-report-036.pdf
https://profigroup.systems/docs/trading-reports/pepperstone_trading-report-037.pdf


Company income Your income

35%

65%

30%

70%

25%

75%

65%

70% 75%

$10.000
min investment

$25.000
min investment

$50.000
min investment

50%

50%

40%

60%
50% 60%

$1.000
min investment

$5.000
min investment

Yield distribution



Choose an 
Earning Strategy 

Invest, earn and 
withdraw profits

Invest, earn and reinvest 
again starting at $100 

Earnings without reinvestment
That's $6,000 
Your investment is $10,000. $500 a month.

Earnings from reinvestment
That's $7,560
Your investment per month $10,000 | Income per month $630



Favorable conditions 

Investor can withdraw his deposit, profit from 
deposit and affiliate fees at any time.

Withdrawal of funds up to 3 working days. The 
investment is made for 12 months. Further, every 
3 months you can withdraw 25% of the deposit 
body. So, the full cycle of deposit withdrawal will 
be 12 months.



Academy
Profi Academy courses are tailored to the real 
needs of our partners, and the guest 
speakers are real experts in their field. 

Our goal is to provide you not only with 
theoretical knowledge, but also with practical 
experience that you can use in your work.

Systematize knowledge and skills
Increase work efficiency
Improve professional level
Develop skills in new areas

„

“



Profi Crypto 
Crypto winter has come to an end, it's time for $PGS!

We are getting ready for $PGS to appear on the 
exchange. Keep an eye on our resources to make sure 
you don't miss the opportunity to bid!

HOW YOU CAN EARN

If you are already investing with us, there will be an 
opportunity for you to buy $PGS before anyone else at 
a below market price.

In the Farming section, you will be able to freeze crypto 
on your own for a selected period and receive rewards for 
it in $PGS tokens. 

The earlier you become an owner of $PGS tokens, the 
greater your profits will be as the cryptocurrency 
evolves.

Private Round

Growth

Farming



1
Level

2
Level

3
Level

4
Level

5
Level

6
Level

$
3.000

Turnover
Commands$

-
Turnover

Commands

$
10.000

Turnover
Commands

$
25.000

Turnover
Commands

$
100.000

Turnover
Commands

$
50.000

Turnover
Commands

Affiliate Program
Income table

5%

7%

9%

10,5%

12%

13%



16%

7
Level

8
Level

9
Level

10
Level

11
Level

$
500.000

Turnover
Commands

$
250.000

Turnover
Commands

$
1.000.000
Turnover

Commands

$
3.000.000
Turnover

Commands

$
25.000.000

Turnover
Commands

$
10.000.000
Turnover

Commands

14%

14,5%

15%

15,5%

Affiliate Program
Income table



Your level is 9%

Your friend with 
the 9% level

A friend of a friend
Invested $1000

Time 0:00:00

1 hour of work

Earnings 0%

Earnings $50

Example of a referral system

Your level is 5%

Your friend
Invested $1000

1 hour of work Earnings $50

Your level is 7%

Your friend with 
the 5% level

A friend of a friend
Invested $1000

Time 0:00:00

1 hour of work

Earnings 20%

Earnings $50



Bonus system

$100
Bonus

$300
Bonus

$1.000
Bonus

$2.000
Bonus

$20.000
Bonus

$5.000
Bonus

$3.000
Turnover

teams

$10.000
Turnover

teams

$25.000
Turnover

teams

$50.000
Turnover

teams

$100.000
Turnover

teams

$500.000
Turnover

teams

$1.000.000
Bonus

$500.000
Bonus

$50.000
Bonus

$150.000
Bonus

$25.000.000
Turnover

teams

$10.000.000
Turnover

teams

$3.000.000
Turnover

teams

$1.000.000
Turnover

teams

Условия для участия в премиальной бонусной программе:

The bonus program is enabled 
when the partner's personal 
investment is $10,000

Team turnover must be 50/50, 
minimum of two teams, to 
activate bonuses.

If at the time of bonus closing the 
partner has no personal investment of 
10.000$, bonuses are burned irrevocably!

The bonus is credited to the investment section and is profitable for 1 year



Profi Bet
Developing a product with game mechanics, 
gamification serves as a great incentive to 
increase user engagement. 

This is not an investment direction, but also 
with the opportunity to earn. At the same time, 
we will ensure a minimum threshold of entry 
with maximum potential gain.



How to join us

Receive an invitation from 
someone who is already 
investing with us

Register

Open and replenish 
a trading account

Start earning 
passive income 

Congratulations, you are investing with Profi Group!
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